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CO-RS-COMPACT TOPOLOGIES

M. E. ABD EL-MONSEF, A. M. KOZAE AND A. A. ABO KHADRA

Abstract. A topology R(r) is contructed from a given topolgy r on a
set X. R(r) is coarser than r, and the following are some results based
on this topology:

1. Continuity and RS-continuity are equivalent if the codomain is re
topologized by R(r).

2. The class of semi-open sets with respect to R(r) is a topology.
3. T2 and semi-乃 properties are equivalent on a space whose topology
is R(r).

4. Minimal Ro-spaces are RS-compact:

1. Introduct ion

Throughout the present paper (X, er) 9nd (Y, T) are topological spaces on
which no separation ax10ms are assumed unless explicitly stated. A set S is said

to be regular open (resp. regular closed) if S =int (cl(S)) (resp. S =cl(int(S)).

A set S is said to be a-open [21] (resp. preopen [15]), if S c int (cl int (S)),
(resp. S C int cl(S)). A set Sis said to b le regu ar semi-open [4] (resp. semi-open
[13]) if there exists a regular open (resp. open) set O such that O c S c cl(O). It
should be noticed that the complement of Ia regu ar sem1-open set 1s also regular
semi-open. The family of all regular semi-open (resp. regular open, regular

closed, a-open, prcopen and semi-open) sets in Xis denoted by RSO(X) (resp.
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RO(X), RC(X), aO(X), PO(X), SO(X)). A space Xis said to be extremely
disconnected if for every open set O of X, cl(O) is open in X.

In 1980, Hong [9] has introduced a new class of topological spaces called
RS-compact spaces which arc characterized by the following property "Every
regular closed cover has a finite subfamily, the interiors of whose members cover
X".

Note. The definition of RS-compact space in the sense of Hong is equivalent

to that of an I-compact space in the sense of Cameron (5]. In 1985 Noiri, [22] has
introudced RS-compact relative to X. "A subset S of X is RS-compact relative
to X if for every cover {17i : i E I} of S by regular closed sets of X, there exists a
finite subset Io of I such that S C U{int(l7i) : i E J0}. The relationship between
RS-compacteness and ordinary compactness, with examples to illustrate that
neither implies the other was studied in [22].

In 1989, Abd El-Monsef et al., (2] have introduced RS-continuous function
"A function f : X -+ Y is called RS-continuous if for each x E X and each

open set V C Y containing f(x) having RS-compact complement, there exists
an open set U C X containing x such that f(U) C V". A space X is said to
be almost normal space [17] if for every two disjoint regular closed subsets F1
and F2 of X, there exist two disjoint open sets U and V in X such that F1 c U

and F2 C V. A space Xis semi-T2 [14] (resp. semi-TJ [1]) if for each x, y E X,
x f. y, there exist U and V E SO(X) such that x E U, y E V and Un V =¢>
(resp. cl(U) n cl(V) =¢). The space (Y, T) is Ro [6) if for each G E r, x E G
implies cl{x} C G. We observe that in every R t 1o opo og1cal space the closure of
a singleton set is compact. A space Xis a-compact [3] (resp. strongly compact
[16]) if each cover of X by a-open (resp. preopen) sets in X has a finite subcover.

Theorem 1.1. [22]. If a E RSO(X) and B is RS-compact relative to X,
then A n B is RS-compact relative to X.

Theorem 1.2. [22). Let A E RO(X). Then A .is RS-compact iff A is
RS-compact relative to X.
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Theroem 1.3. [22]. If X is RS-compact and A E RO(X), then A is
RS -compact.

Thereom 1.4. (22). Let X。be an open set ofX. Then we have:
(1) If AC Xo, then Intx(A) =lntx。(A).
(2) If VE RSO(X), then V n X0 E RS0(X0).

Theorem 1.5. (5]. Any RS-compact is extremely disconnected.

Theorem 1.6. (10]. Every compact Hausdorff space is normal.

Theorem 1.7. (12]. A space (X,T) is semi-Ti iff for each x,y EX,
x f= Y, there exist W1, W2 E RC(X, T) containing x, y respectively, such that
W1 nW2丑

Theorem 1.8. [11). The following statements are equivalent for a space
(X,r):

(a) (X, T) is extremely disconnected.

(b) For each A E SO(X, r), cl(A) E r.

(c) For each A, BE SO(X, r), cl(A n B) = cl(A) n cl(B).

2. CO-RS-Compact Topologies

Let (Y, r) be a topological space, and consider R'(,) = {U E r : y _ U is
RS-compact relative to ,} . R'(r) is a base for a topology R(,) on y, called the
CO-RS-compact topology on Y. We shall denote by (Y,R(r)) to be a CO-RS

compact space of (Y, ,), and clR(T)(S) (resp. intn(7)(S)) will denote the closure
(resp. interior) with respect to R(r) of a subset S of (Y, R(,)). From definition
we have R(T) C , , and the following_lemma is a direct consequence.

Lemma 2.1. The function f : (X, o-) -* (Y, r) is RS-continuous iff J :
(X, ()") -), (Y, R(T)) .zs continuous.

Theorem 2 .1. For any topological space (Y, ,) , (Y, R(r)) is RS-compact
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space.

Proof. Consider the R(T) regular closed cover 6 = {Yi : i E J} of Y,
and V be some nonempty member of 八 there exists R(T) open set U such
that U C V C R - cl(U), and Y - U is RS-compact relative to T. By using
Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. (Y - V) is RS-compact subspace of Y. Assume
that A = Y - V, thus l"i n A E RSO(A), for each i E J (By using Theorem
1.4), and A = U{V- n A : i E J}. There exists a finite subset I0 of I such that
A = U{intA(l7i n A) : i E Io}. From Theorem 1.4., we have intA(l7i n A) =
inty(Yi n A) C inty(l7i) for each i E /0. Hence A C U(inty(Yi) : i E /0}, and
A= Y -Vis RS-compact relative to R(r). Thus (Y, R(r)) is RS-compact space.

Remark 2.1. From Theorem 2.1, we notice that each topological space
which contains at least a proper open set with RS-compact complement has a
coarser extremely disconnected topology R(T) [not indiscrete].

Proposition 2.1. The following statements are hold:

(a) RO(Y,R(r)) c RO(Y,r).
(b) clrG =庫G, for all GE RO(Y,R(r)).

(c) .RSO(Y, R(r) c RSO(Y, r).

Proof. (a) Let GE RO(Y,R(r)), then G = intR咋(G) = clR(G)[(Y, R(T))
is extremely disconnected]. But cl7G c 心G, implies that G = cl7G and G =
int7clrG.

(b) From (a), the proof is obvious.

(c) By using (b), the result follows.

Propsoition 2.2. Let X be an extremely disconnected space then:

(a) The union of a finite lregu ar open sets is a regular open set.

(b) lf X is the union of a finite number of regular open RS-compact subspaces
，

then X is RS-compact space.

Lemma 2.2~If (X, T) is extremely disconnected, then every regular closed
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subset is regular open.

Proof. Let FE_ RC(X,r), then F = clintF = intclintF[(X,r) is ex
tremely disconnected]. Thus cl F = cl intF, implies int cl F = int cl int F = F

，
and FE RO(X, r).

Theorem 2.2. If (Y,R(r)) is almost normal space, then (Y,r) is RS
compact.

Proof. There are two cases:

(1) If there exist at least two disjoint R(r) regular closed sets F1, F2. Then there
exist disjoint R(T) open sets U and V such that F1 c U and 坯 CV. Hence

Y = Y - (U n V) = (Y - U) u (Y - V) = (Y - F1) u (Y - 坯）. But (Y - Fi)
and (Y - F2) are RS-compact subspace. [Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 2.1]. By
Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2, we arrive (Y, r) is JlS-compact.
(2) If there do not exist two disjoint R(T) regular closed sets. We assume that
呂，F2 E RC(Y, R(r)) such that¢> -:J 迅 n 坯 = F. By Lemma 2.2, F1汩 E
RO(Y, R(r)). Then FE RO(Y, R(r)) and Fu (Y - 月）U(Y- 坯）= FU(Y
(F1 n F2)) = FU (Y - F) = Y. Since F, (Y - F1), (Y - 凡）are RS-compact
subspaces and belongs to the class of regular open sets in (Y, r). Thus (Y, 7) is
RS-compact.

A point x of X is said to be 8-adherent point of a subset S of X if int

cl(V) n S # </> for every open neighborhood V of x in X. A subset S is said to be

8-closed [24] if S contains all a-adherent points of S. In a regular space 8-closure
operat10n 1s identical with the closure operation (24).

Theorem 2.3. [22]. /IX is RS-compact and A is 8-closed in X, then A
is RS-compact relative to X.

Theorem 2 .4. If (Y, ,) is regular, then (Y, T) is RS-compact if!, = R(T).

Proof. Let T = R(r), then (Y, ,) is RS-compact. Conversely, let U E r
，

then (Y - U) is closed in T. But (Y, T) is regular, then (Y - U) is 8-closed. But
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(Y, ,) is RS-compact, and by using Theorem 2.3, (Y -U) is RS-compact relative
to,. Hence U ER(,), and, CR(,). Thus R(,) = T.

Theorem 2.5. Let (Y, r) be a space such that every open set is closed, then
(Y, r) is RS-compact ifj r = R(r).

Proof. Let U E r, then (Y - U) is open and closed and hence regular open
set. But (Y, r) is RS-compact, then (Y - U) is RS-compact relative tor. Thus
U E R(r).

Theorem 2.6. IJ(Y,r) is connected, then (Y,R(r)) has the property that
clR(-r) U = X, for all U in R(可 ．

Proof. Let U E R(r), then clR(-r)U E R(r), [(Y,R(r)) is extremely discon
nected]. Thus clR{-r) U is both open and closed in R(r), and also in r. But (Y, r)
1s connected, which implies that clR(-r)U = X.

3. Separation Properties

The property of being T1 -space is expansive, that is if (Y, r) is 吶 and r Cr'
then (Y, 引）is Ti but it is not generally contractive. The following result proves
the contractivity of Ti property from (Y, r) to (Y, R(T)).

Lemma 3.1. If (Y, r) is T1, then (Y, R(r)) is T1.

Proof. Let x be any point of Y, then {x} is closed in r and RS-compact
in (Y,r). Thus Y - {x} is open in T and {x} is RS-compact. Hence Y - {x} is
open in R(r). Thus (Y,R(r)) is T1.

Theorem 3.1. If (Y,r) is Hausdorff, then (Y,R(r)) is compact.

Proof. From Lemma (3) in [20), we have that R(T) c c(rs) c 兀 C n(r) C
T. Using Lemma (4) in [19] and Theorem 2.1 in [23], the result follows.

Lemma 3.2. 月(Y,R(可）is Hausdorff, then (Y, R(r)) is normal.
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Proof. By using Theorem 3.1, and Theorem 1.6, the proof is obvious.

Lemma 3.3. If (Y, R(T)) is semi-TJ, then (Y,,) is RS -compact space.

Proof. Let x, y E X and x -:J y, then there exist W1, W2 E RC(Y, R(,))
such that x E W1, y E 叭 and W1 n W2 =¢>. Then Y = Y - (W1 n W2) =

(Y-Wi)U(Y-Wz). But (Y,R(r)) is RS-compact, then (Y-W1) and (Y-W2)
are RS-compact relative to R(r). By using Theorem 1.4, we can prove that they
are RS-compact relative tor. Thus (Y, ,) is RS-compact space.

Theorem 3.2. [18]. I.,户 and 引 are two topologies on X, such that r C r',
then RO(X, r) = RO(X, r') iff牛G= cl畫 for each GE 凸 [clTG = clT, G is
equivalent to int7F = int7, F, for each F E 严 ］．

Theorem 3.3(7]. 叭X, r) is a space, then A E PO(X, r) iff A= Un V,
U E RO(X, r), V is ,-dense.

Theorem 3.4. If (Y, R(T)) is semi-T;, then the following statements hold:
(i) RO(Y,R(r)) = RO(Y,r).

(ii) PO(Y,r) c PO(Y,R(r)).
(iii) SO(Y,R(r)) c SO(Y,r).
(iv) aO(Y,R(r)) c aO(Y,r).

Proof. (i) Let U E RO(Y, r), then (Y - U) E RC(Y, r). By Lemma 3.3,
(Y, r) is RS-compact, and hence extremely disconnected, thus (Y - U) E r. By

Theorem 1.3, U is RS-compact relative tor. Then (Y - U) E R(r), and U is

closed in R(r), and also in r. Thus (Y - U) E RO(Y, r) and also is RS-compact
relative to r. Hence U E R(r). Since U is open and closed in R(r), then U E

RO(Y,R(r)). Hence RO(Y,r) c RO(Y,R(r)). But RO(Y,R(r)) c RO(Y,r).
Thus RO(Y,R(r)) = RO(Y,r).

(ii) Let A E PO(Y, r), then by Theorem 3.3, A= UnV, where U E RO(Y, r)
and Vis ,-dense. Since RO(Y, R(r)) = RO(Y, r) and each r-dense is R(r)-dense.
Thus A E PO(Y,R(T)), and PO(Y,r) c PO(Y,R(r)).
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(iii) Let A E SO(Y, R(r)), then there exists GE R(r) such that G c Ac
clR(r)G. Since R(r) Cr, then GET. But RO(Y,R(r)) = RO(Y,r), then by
Theorem 3.2 clR(r)G = cl7G. Hence A E SO(Y, r).

(iv) Let GE aO(Y,R(r)), then G C intRclnintRG C int7clnint7 G =
intr clr int7 G [by Theo~em 3.2]. Hence G E aO (Y, r).

Corollary 3.1. If (Y,R(r)) is semi-T; such that intRG = int7G, for each
G E aO(Y, T), then aQ_(Y, R(T)) = aO(Y, r).

Proof. If G E aO(Y, T), then G C int,,. clr intr G = intR clr intR G = intR
c伍 intR G. [By Theorem 3.2].

Corollary 3.2. If (Y,R(r)) is semi-TJ, and (Y,r) is a-compact, then
(Y, R(T)) is a-compact.

Proof. By Theorem 3.4(iv).

Corollary 3.3. If (Y, R(T)) is semi-T;, and (Y, R(r)) is strongly compact,
then (Y, T) is strongly compact.

Proof. By Theorem 3.4 (ii).

Theorem 3.5. (Y,R(r)) is semi-T2 iff (Y,R(r)) is semi-T{

Proof. Let (Y, R(r)) be semi-花 ，and x, y E Y, x -:J y, then there exist
U, V E SO(Y, r) such that x E U, y E V and Un V = </>, which implies that

clR(Un V) = </>. Since (Y, R(r)) is extremely disconnected we have clR intR U =
cl訒 E r, and clRintR V = cl訌 E r. But clR Un cl訌 ＝心 (Un V) = </>.

Hence (Y, R(T)) is semi驾 The converse is obvious.

Theorem 3.6. (Y,R(r)) is Hausdorff iff(Y,R(r)) is semi-T2.

Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5.

Theorem 3.7. Let (Y,r) be a space, then:

a) The class of SO(Y, R(T)) form a topology (denoted by刃 finer than R(r).
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b) RO(Y,R(r)) = RO(Y,r').
c) (Y, r') is RS-compact.

Proof. (a) Since·(Y, R(T)) is RS-compact, it is extremely disconnected and
hence SO (Y, R(T)) forms a topology such that R(r) c 孔

(b) Let G E r', then c匕Ge 庫G. Conversely, let x E 庫G, and x EU,

UE 孔 Hence x E clRintR U E R(r) and clRintR UnG :f. <f>. But GE r',implies
GE SO(Y,R(r)) and G C clRintRG, therefore ef> t- clRintRGnclRintRU C

clR (intR G n clR intR U) c 咋 (intR G n intRU) c c伍 (Un G), which implies
that U n G :f. </>, and so x E c匕G. Hence clRG C c匕G. Thus clR G = cl-r, G
for each GE 孔

(c) Using (b), the result follows.

Lemma 3.4. If(Y,r) is Ro, then (Y,R(r)) is R0.

Proof. Let x E Y, and x EGE R(r), then GE r, and cl..,.{x} CG. Since
cl-r{x} is compact in (Y,r), implies that it is compact in (Y,R(r)), and nearly

compact in (Y, R(r)). But (Y, R(T)) is extremely disconnected, then cl7 {x} is
RS-compact relative to R(T), which implies that it is RS-compact relative to

T. Thus cl-r{x} is closed in (Y,R(r)), implies that clR{x} C cl7{x}. Hence
clR{x} = cl..,.{x}, and (Y, R(r)) is R0.

Theorem 3.8. Minimal R0-spaces are RS-compact spaces.

Proof. Using Lemma 3.4, the result follows.
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